3.2.S.1. General Information [{Drug Substance Name}, {Manufacturer}]
1. NOMENCLATURE [{DRUG SUBSTANCE NAME}, {MANUFACTURER}]

Information on the nomenclature of the drug substance should be provided. For example:

- Recommended International Nonproprietary Name (INN)
- Compendial name, if relevant
- Chemical name(s)
- Company or laboratory code
- Other nonproprietary name(s) (e.g., national name, United States Adopted Name (USAN), Japanese Accepted Name (JAN); British Approved Name (BAN))
- Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) registry number

**INN Name**

{INN Name}

**Chemical Abstract Service (CAS)**

{Chemical Abstract Service}

**Chemical Name(s)**

{Chemical Name(s)}

**Company or Laboratory Code**

{Company or Laboratory Code}

**USAN Name**

{USAN Name}

**Other Non-Proprietary Names**

{Other Non-Proprietary Names}